Title word cross-reference

- Bit [Wic82]. - Distribution [Hil70a, Hil81a, eL79, FT83]. - Multiprogramming [Dij83b, Dij68]. - Quantiles [Hil70b, Hil81b].

abbreviation [BW84]. above [MG86]. Abstract [BG84, BG87, CG88, Rot81]. Abstraction [BGN86, Gar88, Isn82, Abb87, LWS87]. Abstraction-based [BGN86]. Academic [GMRY86,Tho86,Pre89b]. accelerating [TT82]. Acceptability [¨Ore81]. Access [CGM83, Dal84,Gre82,Hay84,¨Ore81,PS83,VR82,JM89]. Accesses [Che82,LS82b,Luk83,WWS83]. accessibility [Lad89]. Accessing [Hay86]. Accommodate [Moz82]. Accommodating [Gid84,NHSS87]. Accreditation [MD84,BM87,BM87]. Accuracy [KC73,Sal88,KC83]. ACL [Wil83b]. ACM [Ano80b,Dei80,RHC87,Sta86,Alt87,Ano80c,Ash86a,Ash86b,Ash86c,Ash86d,Ash86e,Ash86f,Ash86g,Ash86i,Ash86j,Ash86k,Ash89,Bel68,BSE+90,Boo64,Coc87,D’A84,Den88, DBFJ86, Ell60,Fee87,Fox88,HP67,Hil70a,Hil70b,KSW85,LSS86,MAB+81,McN71,Min81,Min85, MD84,NK88,NK89,NHSS87,Pel88,Rev87,SR84,Ske82,WWSD90,Ash86h]. ACM/IEEE [MD84]. Acquire [Maz80]. Act [SSK+86] activities [BM87]. Ada [LS82c,Raj85,CDV+86,GKB86,Ich84,LS82c,NB84,NS87a,NS87b,Sam86,Ske82,WW84, Weg81,Wic84]. Adaptability [Wil84]. adaptable [KS89]. Adapting [JAV86]. Adaptive [Abr89,BSTW86,OA85,RHC87]. additive [Pri81a,Pri81b]. Address [van88]. Addresses [Cha81]. adequacy [Wey88]. Adjacency [LL87a]. adjusted [HL81]. Administration [Gil82,Kah83]. Advance [CCZD84]. Advanced [Ash81,PW86]. advice [CM87]. advice-giving [CM87]. Affecting [VVW3]. after [KI84]. Aftermath [Spa89]. Against [Ano84a,Fox88, RME84,Cra87]. Aha [Ben83a]. Aid [EM82,TWKB89]. Aided [LLK82]. algebra [Nas85]. ALGLIB [SW85]. ALGOL [Iro61,Iro83, MK80]. Algo-W [MK80]. Algorithm [Bel68,Ben84a,Ben84d,Boo64,Dwy81b,Ear70,Ear83,Ell60,Er85,Fin84,Fle80,Fra82,Gal81,Gau82,Gus78,HKM80,HP67,Hil70a,Hil70b,Hil81a,Hil81b,HP85,JC85,KJ84, Lee80, LW66,Mar82,McC82,McN71,Mis75,Nov85,Pea82,RA81,Sip77,Tar87,Tay83,Til84,Tra82, ZS84, eL76, eL79,CN82,DZ89,Dei80,Ger88,GS87b,HSCP87,KJ85,Kwo88,LL83, LB83, LB84b, LB84a, Lu89, O’R81,Pee3,PW80,PW81,RSS88,Pap85]. Algorithmic [Mae80]. Algorithms [Ano80a,Ben83a,CM82,CI84,CK80,GH89a,GH89b,Hal89b,Hal89a,Has84, HS87,KR81,Kor82,LS84,LS82a,LR82b,LR82a,NP82,Sm81,Wai84,BFP82,CS80b, CLC82,Ebe87,GT83,Gor88,HS86a,Man88,MS81a,Mer85,OS85,SC87,Wai85]. Allan [Fre87c]. allocating [BK89]. Allocation [Bec82,SH85,VVG85,YM86]. Alpha [Pea82]. Alpha-Beta [Pea82]. Alternative [DGST88]. alternatives [LS88]. Ambler [Eck80]. Amdahl [Gus88]. American [BBB+81,Bur83,Dal84,NK89]. Among [Bar83]. Amortized [BM84,BM85a,ST85]. AN/FSQ7 [Bel83a]. Analogy [Win80]. Analyses [CM82,CM85a,Kan89]. Analysis [Bar83,BL80,BC84,CF83, Den81a,HC84,Lin80,MJ89,MS81a,Med84,Oli83,PL80,She87,SV87,Suz82,VD83, WW84,BS81,BM85b,FB81,LB83, LB84b, LB84a,MT88,ON85,R86,RPL89, San99,SA81,YBCR88,ZSEG82] analyst [BG86]. Analyzing [JL82,Tay83]. Anatomy [SK88]. Andrew [MSC+86]. Andries [Ano84a]. anniversary [SR85]. annotations [PC89]. Announcing [Den87a]. annual [FM86,FMB88,FB89]. Anomalies [LS84]. Answers [Wie84]. Anthony [Eck80]. Antithetic [FH83]. Anxiety [Pap85,Guy88,HS86b]. APL [Bil81,Bil82]. Application
Applications

BB81, DGST88, NJ88, PB80, Bas85, Fin85, FB81, MD89, RS88, YSB+89. Approach

ML84, Bic87, GHJ+81, HMM4, HIl88, KD80, Lam89, LPe83, MDe80, MK80, SN89b, Yen89, AS87, DDM86, GT83, RRHD88, TK89, Zav84. Approaches [Mow81].

approximate [Cla81].

approximately [San84].

Approximation [BFP82, LR82a, Sam89].

Annual [Bro84a, CCZD84, Cla84, Knu84a, NB84, Neu84].

architect [Mil85].

architectural [TDP89].

Architecture [Car84, Den81b, Den85, HSS89, MKNS87, SG84b, WC84, AS87, GS87a, SDP87].

Architectures [SDP84, Fri85, Wir86].

Archival [Pec82].

Area [AA80, Bro83].

Area-Time [AA80].

Argus [Lis88].

ARIADNE [LWS87].

Arithmetic [WNC87, LL87b].

Arrays [Ben85b].

Art [Fre88b, Knu73].

Artificial [Mar84, BH89, McC87a].

Arts [GT86].

Aspects [Led86, Mad84, Par85].

Assessing [Ber84].

Assessment [Ala84, Gou82, Gup84, HS80a, KK84, Ste85a, Ste82, WEG81, WEI82b, WEI82a, WS84].

Bic89, DL85, Lan86, Mun88, SB86, Ste85b, Web88, WEI87b, DL85]. assignment [NM87], assist [ON85].

Assistant [Cha82].

Assisted [CS80a, Coh82].

Associative [Ben85b].

Assurance [GK82].

Astrophysics [Arn84, Arn85].

Asymptotic [LL82].

Asymptotically [Koo86].

Asynchronous [CM81].

Athena [BLP85].

ATN [Kai81].

Attitudes [INW83, Mor83c].

Attributes [EDF84, EDF87].

audio [YSB+89].

Audit [Han83, KvE84].

Auditing [HM84].

Auditor [LR81].

Auditors [Wil83b].

Authentication [Boo81, GJ82, Lam81].

Author [Pec83a].

Authoring [Kea82, MB89a].

Authors [Ste86a, Ste86b, Ste86c, Ste86d, Ste86e, Ste86f, Ste86g, Ste86h, Ste86i, Ste86j, Ste86k, Ste86l, Sta86].

Automated [SDP84, AS86, FB81, SDP87].

Automatic [Bic87, Kai81, MG89, NB84, PZ84, BCDM89, Sal86].

automating [Fre85b].

Automation [Ber86, OL82, Rob86].

Averaging [CF83].

Avionics [Car84].

AVL [LP80].

Avoid [HT85].

avoidance [JM89].

Award [Coc88, Gre88, Fre87a, Pel88].

Axiomatic [Hoa69, Hoo83a].

Axis [Sam83].
[Dij89a, Fed81, Hou80, KMP86, PSvE+89, RHC87, Tam84]. Commission
[GL83a, EGH+89, Lee81]. Committee
[MAB+81, Min81, MG85, Min85, DBFJ86, Ra81]. committees [DT87]. Common
[VHG87, BKM86]. Communicating
[Ho78b, Hoa78a, Hoa83b]. Communication
[MAB+81, Min81, MG85, Min85, DBFJ86, Ra81]. communications
[Mun88, Ano80c]. Compact
[HWNC88, SK88]. Compaction
[KvE84, Mar82]. Comparative
[DW83]. Comparing
[Pec83b, NMF87]. Comparisons
[Jal84]. compensate
[SLL+88]. Competitive
[IL84]. compilation
[Coh85, RS86]. Compiler
[Iro61, Iro83, PW86, Man85, Wir86]. Compilers
[TvSK83, WW84]. Compiling
[Whe09]. complex
[Cou85]. Complexity
[AV88, BP84, Bro82, Coo83, Fre86b, Knu84a, LLK82, Nej88, BI87, Fre86c, Fre86a, Kar86, KST86, Knu84b, MB89]. Composing
[GCH83, Sni85]. Comprehensibility
[MMNS83]. Compress
[HWNC88]. Compressed
[Mae80]. Compression
[Abr89, BSTW86, Jon88, Pec82, Pec83a, Sch83b, Cor85, FG89, MP85, RHC87, Sam85, Tin89, WNC87]. Computation
[CCFJ84, CM82, DGST88, PV81, Sar88, SH82, Wul84b, Wol85, CCFJ85, Dei80, ED85, KMP86, Lev89, OS85]. Computational
[Arn84, Arn85, CS80b, Coo83, MM83, dSA86]. Computations
[CM81, DvH66, DV83]. Computer
[Ano84a, BDM81, Ben85c, BK82, Bot87, CH88, CM84, CS80a, Coo82, Com83, CK86, DSK84, Den81b, Den85, Dij89b, EM82, Fed81, FFC82, GT86, GS84b, Goo82, Gra84, GMRY86, GKW85, HT85, Hil88, Hoa69, Hoa83a, Hop87, HS86b, Jac83, JY89, KNT88, Kan89, Kea82, KV83, Knu73, KWS83, KD80, Kus84, Lad89, LLK82, LY89, Lib89, LR81, MAB81, Man82, MBD85, MR84b, McC87b, MB76, MB83, Min81, Min82, Min85, Moz82, MD84, NK88, Pap85, PB80, Pet80, QH86, RS80, Ra84, RDH80, RA81, Rob81, RME84, Sam82, Sam89b, ST83, Sha84, Shn82b, Sle86, SG84a, Tra81, TTH84, Tur84, Tur85, Web88, Wei66, Wei83b, WAB88, WC84, YRS83, YL89, Yoc89, AS87, AI88, AS86, BW84, Ber87, BM85d, CN85, Con85, Den81a]. computer
[DDM86, ES89, FM86, FMB88, FB89, Fre85a, Fre89a, Fre89b, GG85b, Hop86, Lam88, Lan86, MOR88, Men85, NMF87, NK89, NBL88, PTN88, Rob86, RSS88, Smi88, Spe82, SG86, SFB87, TAB85, Wir85, Bel83a, BM87, Van87]. Computer-Aided
[LLK82]. Computer-assisted
[Coh82]. Computer-Mediated
[HT85, Hil88]. Computerization
[KDK89]. Computerized
[HT81, HHS86, Sal88]. Computers
[DSB84, DPNW84, Fre86c, Fre88a, HH88, Mor83c, WOS83, Bel89, Ear89, JM89, Pat85, RW87, TDP89]. Computing
[AEH89, AR84, BLP85, BAC85, BW89, Den80, DM85, Den86, DCG89, Fec87, FFGL88, Fle80, FG88, Fre87b, Ken80, Led86, LR82b, LR82a, MSC86, Mow81, NS84, Pre89b, RF83, SR84, SDP84, SDP87, SH82, Ste85a, VVG85, Wei83a, Wol84a, BLNS82, BM87, CN82, Den89, DLA85, Fre87c, Fre87d, Fre87e, HMM88, Len85, Men87, NHSS87, Re87, RH88, SJ89, Ste85b, Wei82b, Wei82d, RA81, SR82, SR85]. Concepts
[Gut85, Ore81]. Conceptual
[She87, SA81]. Concerning
[Pr84]. Concurrent
[Dij85, Dij83a, Jon89, Lam89, San89b, Tay83]. conditional
[VW86]. Conference
[Ash84, DAV84b, Gin83, HT81, Pre89a, Dav86, Fre85a, Pre89b]. Confessions
[Ben85d]. confidence
[HW81]. configuration
[BOBS89]. Configurations
[Fra82, HS80b]. Conflicts
[Goo82].
Congress [DSB84]. Congressional [DPNW84]. congruent [DBB84].
consensus [FB81]. Considerations [Han83, Lin80]. Considered [McC89]. consistency [Gru89]. Conspectus [Hou84].
consumption [AI88]. Contemporary [How82]. Contention [DDB81, RT86]. Context [Ear70, Ear83, Gis81, CG89, KS86].
Contributors [Ano80b]. Control [Dij85, Dij83a, GGW80, Goo82, KI84, Kru81, Par83a, Sch81, Shm82a, Wat82, Gro86, HW81]. controller [San85]. Controlling [Bro82]. Controls [LR81]. conventional [Zav84]. conversation [DF89]. Conversing [Bla84b]. Conversion [LR82a, Mae80, SC80]. convex [BFP82, DBB84]. convolution [LL83]. Coons [Gre88]. Cooperation [Ste83].
Coordinated [And84, Ben83b]. cope [Ear89]. Coping [Ano84b]. Copying [Lee80]. Copyright [YL89, Sam89a]. Corequisite [Ra84]. Cornell [EGH+89, TR81]. corporation [Fre85a]. Correct [Ben83d, FW86, SS86b]. Correcting [MF82, Pet80]. Correction [Ano80b, Bic87, Dei80, Dus81, Mi81, Pet81, RS81, DLS83, Peg83, PZ84]. Correspondence [BL80, Cie80b, Den80, JO80, Ken80, MK80, PPC+89, Ano86a, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano86d, Ano86e, Ano86f].
Corrigenda [GH89a, Hal89b, HHH+87, Kem87a, NS87a]. Corrigendum [Bil82, Hef84a, Hoo78b, Knu84b, LB84b, LB84a, PW81, Pri81a, Ste85a]. cosmic [Sei85]. Cost [Kem87a, MT88, BS81, ED85, KMP86, Kan89, Kem87b]. cost-risk [BS81].
Cost/benefit [MT88]. Costs [Fle80]. Council [BBB+81]. Countering [Whe09]. Course [Ra84, BM85d]. CP [Pec83b].
Crisis [DFG+81, Spa89, YRS+83, BH89]. Criteria [KSL84, Ohe81, RW85, Wey88].
Cutting [Ben86a]. Cycle [WK88, Fre85b, WK89]. Cycles [PV81]. cyclic [Sar88].

D [RHC87]. Dam [Ano84a]. Damages [Sam89b]. DARPA [Ste85a, Ste85b].
DASD [Bar80]. Data [Abr89, BH84, BC84, Ben83c, BG84, BSTW86, Ben87b, Bla84a, Bur83, CGM83, Cod70, Cod83, Cor85, FG89, Fre88b, Gil82, HS86a, HS87, Ins82, JK83, Jon84, Jon88, Kah83, Kes83, Lau86, Lin80, Mad84, MP85, OS85, Pec82, Ros81, Sam85, SI86, Shn82a, Ste82, TKM+89, Vui80, YS83, ALN87, BK89, BI87, BG87, Ebe87, GT83, Mun88, O'R81, RHC87, US88, Wey88, WNC87, YSB+89].
[Whe09, Smi85]. Fun [Ben84c]. Function [BF83, Hor83, Kan89]. Functional [OB88, RRHD88]. Functionality [Goo87]. Functions [Cic80a, Cic80b, JO80, Jae81, Sag85]. Fundamentals [Mun88]. Funding [GMRY86]. Funds [Zak83]. funeral [Eck80]. Furbelow [Ben87c]. Further [HWNC88, Neu84]. Future [Ich84, WG82, Bel89, CN85, CRD87, Gib89, MS81a, TAB85].

G5 [Bel68]. game [See89]. Gamma [CF80, Hou82, AD82]. Garbage [ACHS88, Dav84a, HC84, LH83, Mar82, Cou88]. garbage-collecting [Cou88]. Gelatin [Hec88]. General [CG88, Fle80, JK83, Lin80, Tay83]. General-Purpose [Tay83]. Generality [McC87a]. Generalized [BB81, Fra80, FT83, KJ84, LP80, MW83, Par83a, VHC88, ASSS86, Bas85, KJ85].
generate [TDP89]. Generating [AD82, Jae81, OB88, DP87]. Generation [Gal81, KSS88, MJ89, McC83, NB84, Sha83, Bic87, Efe87, Fre89d, Hal88, HW81, Hor83, Hou82, Kwo88, Wir86]. Generator [Sag85].

Generators [EASC89, PM88, Pri84, CF80, L'E88, Sez89]. Genesereth [Sag85]. genetic [Gor88]. Geometric [NP82]. Geometry [Til84].


Grammar [Rob82]. Grammars [Gis81]. Grand [Lev89]. Granule [LS82b]. GRAP [BK86b]. Grapevine [BLNS82]. Graph [Br679, Fle80, KJ84, CLC82, Ebe87, Kor70, KJ85]. graph-colouring [Kor70]. Graphic [Ben84f]. graphical [BDT86]. Graphics [Ano84a, BBK82, CHH88, JD88, MMS89, DDM86, Fre87d, HP86, HL81, RSS88].

Graycode [Boo64, Er85, Mis75]. Greater [Dal84]. grey [PW80, PW81]. Grid [Mae80]. Grosch [ED85, KMP86, Men87]. Group [BBB81, DB81]. Growth [GH88, GMRY86, HMM88]. Guaranteeing [LK84]. Guide [Kre83, SR84]. guidelines [JD88, Mor83a].


Hash [Bel70, BF83, Bel83b, Cic80a, Cic80b, JO80, Lar88, Mau83, MF82, NY85, Sag85].

Hash-Function [BF83]. Hashcode [Mau88]. Hashing [Cha84, Dod82, Har71, Jae81, Vit82, NI83]. Haven'T [Den81b]. HDOS [Pec83b].


Heuristics [BM84, Sam82, BM85a, NM87]. Hierarchical [Bal81, GHJ81, Gil80, KD80, YS83, Yen89, LWS87]. Hierarchies [DG82, Sil83, MY87].

High [Kru81, Lau84, Pat81, YHW89, Bel89, HC87, Lau85b, PTN88]. High-Energy [Lau84, Lau85b]. High-Level [Kru81, HC87]. Higher [Scu89, BLP85].

HISDL [Lim82]. Histograms [JC85].

History [CAB81, Com83, Fec87, Wei83a, Lau85a]. Hoare [O'D82]. home [VVG85]. Hopcroft [Fre87a]. households [VVG85]. Huffman [MP85]. hulls [BFP82]. Human [BDM81, BBK82, Jae83, Led86, Min81, Min82, Min89].
Mor83a, Moz82, Nor83, BW84, BRRH85, 
CN85, Ear89, FLGD87, MT88, Min85.[

**Human-Computer** [Jac83, BW84].

**human-system** [FLGD87].

**human-to-machine** [BRRH85].

**Human/Computer** [BDM81, Moz82].

**Humanization** [ST83].

**Hygiene** [Koc89a].

**Hygiene** [Koc89a].

**Hygiene** [Koc89a].

**Hypermedia** [AMY88, Hal88].

**Hypertext** [CG88, RT88, SW88, Fri88, Gar88, van88].

**Hypotheses** [Yen89].

**Hypothesis** [BDDG84].

**IBM** [GS87a, JH83, Pre89b, SG84b].

**Ichbiah** [Ich84].

**Idea** [MHWF89, PPC+89, Fet88].

**Idea** [MHWF89, PPC+89, Fet88].

**idea** [RS89].

**Ideas** [Den81b].

**Identifying** [Maz80].

**IEEE** [MD84].

**if** [BW89].

**II** [Bas85, Heh84a, Heh84c, LR82a].

**ILIAD** [Kru81].

**Illumination** [Whi80].

**Image** [DR89, FB81, LB89, Tin89].

**Images** [SI86, YS83].

**Imbalance** [GMRY86].

**Impact** [BG86, GS82, Guy88, NBGL89, OL82, SW89, Zak83, BOI86, Hop86, US88, Web88].

**impaired** [GL84].

**Impressive** [GL83a].

**Implementation** [Bic82, Bro88, DC83, Har71, HSS89, IK84, LK84, Mar83, SB82, GS87b, Nas85, Ra85].

**Implementations** [Vit82, Jon86, Wil83a].

**Implications** [OL82, SGJ+83].

**Implicit** [KJ84, KJ85].

**Implosion** [Kor82].

**Importance** [Jar88].

**Important** [CCZD84].

**imprecision** [Ano84b].

**Improved** [Fra82, Jon84, Mau85, Mau83, Whi80, HSCP87, Lit84].

**Improving** [Cou88, EM82, Mor82].

**In-Place** [HL88].

**Incentives** [DSB84].

**incorporating** [MT88].

**increased** [CF80].

**Indentation** [MMNS83].

**Independent** [VR89].

**Index** [Ano80c, Ano80a].

**Indexed** [PBC80].

**Individual** [Sha84].

**induction** [Man88].

**industrial** [MG86].

**Industry** [DPNW84, Fre89b].

**inevitable** [SB82].

**inference** [LWS87].

**Informal** [Abb83].

**Information** [AA80, Ala84, Ash84, Bla84a, Bla84b, Cla88, DS83, Dav84b, Den76, Fin84, Fox88, GJ82, Gin83, HT85, INW83, IOB83, IL84, Kee81, KK84, KI84, Luc84, MK85, MC83, Mor82, Nun81, NCD82, Oli83, Rob81, SW89, Ahi87, BOI86, BDT86, Dav86, DK87, Do88, Fri88, HK89, MGT+87, SFW83, SS86a, YBCR88].

**information-sharing** [MGT+87].

**Initial** [LGH83, SGJ+83, GKB86, YM86].

**initialization** [Sch81].

**Initiative** [Abr88, Lie86].

**Inman** [Ste83].

**Input** [AV88].

**Input/Output** [AV88].

**Insecure** [Lam81].

**Inserting** [Ros81].

**Insertion** [Epp83, Ger88].

**Inspection** [SDP84, SDP87, Ste89b].

**institutional** [Lau85a].

**Instruction** [CS80a, HSS89, CK86, Pat85].

**Integral** [HP67, HP85, LR82b, LR82a, el76].

**integrating** [RRHD88].

**Integration** [MR84a, BDT86].

**integrity** [Sal88].

**Intelligence** [AEH+89, Mar84, BH89, McC87a].

**Intelligent** [MG+87, Ste89b, CA88].

**interaction** [BW84].

**Interactive** [CMN80, Dix89, GL83b, LWS80, Lin80, MC83, Med84, Fox89, Fre89d, HP86, LB89, MD89, Ste89b, WB85].

**Interconnecting** [NBL+88].

**Interface** [BB81, BDM81, Bro83, CC84, CM87, Jac83, MMS89, Mox82, SAC86, Bas85, GL84, GWW84, Gru89, KS89, KKK88, Mor83a, NBGL89, SK88].

**Interfaces** [ST83, DLS83, Sam89a, BUR83].

**Interim** [MD84].

**Interior** [MTY88].

**Internal** [Con83, Ger88].

**International** [Dav84b, Gin83, Dav86].

**Internet** [Spa89].

**interorganizational** [Lau86].

**Interplay** [Tur84].

**Interpretation** [Jon84, Coh85].

**Intersecting** [NP82].

**Intertwining** [SB82].

**interval** [HW81].

**Intervals** [All83].

**Interview** [Ano84a, Hay84, Ich84, Ste83, Ano84b, Fre86b, Fre87a, Fre89c].

**Interviews** [Bro84a].

**Introduction**
Literate [BKM86, Den87a, Knu92, VH87, VJW87, VHC88, VL89, VR89, BK86a].

Literature [SR84]. Little [Ben84c, Ben86e].

load [LH86]. Local [Bur83, MB76, MB83, SH80, Spe82, YM86].

locality [Cou88]. Locally [BSTW86, RHC87]. Location [Com80, ST86].


look-up [Sar88]. Lookaside [Boz84]. Loop [Lub89]. Looping [SBE83].

Lost [Gla80]. Lot [Ben84c]. Lotfi [Ano84b]. Low [DDB81]. LR [Fre85].

M [Fre87a, Pel88, Sta86, Pec83b]. Machine [AC83, Bro83, CG88, CFH+80, Tuc84, Wei66, Wei83b, BRRH85, SK86]. Machines [CCZD84, Fre86d]. machining [Gro86].

Macro [Ash81, TY80]. Made [Cic80a, Den81b, LS82b]. Mail [Cha81, Mc889, DG87, Wei82].

Maintainability [Ber84]. Maintaining [All83]. Maintenance [ASZ84, Gre84, Gu83, LS81, MK80, VW83, Fil88, GS89].


Manipulation [KL83, Bil81, Bil82, SW85]. Manuscripts [MKNS87]. March [Ano80b].

marketing [BBLP86]. markets [MY87]. Markup [CRD87]. Masks [SDP84, SDP87].

massively [Fre86d]. Master [Dwy81a, Ing81, MAB+81]. Match [PBC80, HC87]. Matching [DSK84, KR81, Kus84, Sha84, ZT89, HC87]. Math [KWS83]. Mathematical [Ra84, Wol84b, Wol85, DG87].

mathematically [Ber87]. Mathematics [CCFJ84, CCFJ85]. Mathsy [PB80].

Matings [Bib83]. matrices [Bib83, GO81]. Matrix [Gus78, HKM80, McN71, Sip77, Dei80, OS85].

Matures [G&W89]. Maximly [Aue80, McC80]. max [ASSS86]. MCC [Ste84]. MCOBOL [TY80]. mean [DS81b].


Mediated [HT85, Hui86, Tur84]. medical [Fri88]. medium [D8A86]. Medusa [OSS80].

Meetings [HC86]. Meeting [YRS+83]. meetings [SF8+87]. Member [Bel83a]. Memorandum [Ben87c]. Memory [Bec82, Dav84a, VR82, Wad84, Cou88, Leb88, RT86, SW86a]. memory-based [SW86a]. Menu [Bro82]. menus [KS86].

Merging [HL88]. Mesa [LR80]. Message [GBL+87, Efe87, GG58].


Metaphor [MM83]. Method [AC83, Bai89a, Bel70, Bel83b, Cie80b, Gou84, Jou80, Jae81, LK84, M88, MF82, OB88, Pic88a, RSA78, RSA83, HW81, NI83, PKT83]. Methodological [DW83].

Methodologies [An84]. Methodology [BK89, IS82, RM83, BS81, BPR88, Bro80]. Methods [Bré79, LCWB80, Lant84, LR82b, QCH+81, SB88, Vit84, AD88, Lant85b].
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